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Abstract

We give a novel algorithm for �nding a parsimo-
nious context tree (PCT) that best �ts a given data
set. PCTs extend traditional context trees by al-
lowing context-speci�c grouping of the states of a
context variable, also enabling skipping the vari-
able. However, they gain statistical ef�ciency
at the cost of computational ef�ciency, as the
search space of PCTs is of tremendous size. We
propose pruning rules based on ef�ciently com-
putable score upper bounds with the aim of reduc-
ing this search space signi�cantly. While our con-
crete bounds exploit properties of the BIC score,
the ideas apply also to other scoring functions.
Empirical results show that our algorithm is typi-
cally an order-of-magnitude faster than a recently
proposed memory-intensive algorithm, or alterna-
tively, about equally fast but using dramatically
less memory.

1 INTRODUCTION

The conditional distribution of a response variabley, given
some explanatory variablesx1; x2; : : : ; xd, is a key ingredi-
ent in common probabilistic models. Often the modeler's in-
terest is in distributions that admit a compact, structured rep-
resentation, thereby facilitating statistically ef�cient learn-
ing and computationally ef�cient inference, as well as easy
human interpretation.

Examples of general-purpose model classes include decision
trees (Breiman et al., 1984; Friedman & Goldszmidt, 1996),
decision graphs (Oliver, 1993; Chickering et al., 1997),
multi-linear functions (Chavira & Darwiche, 2005), and
conditional independence trees (Su & Zhang, 2005). These
models allow for representingcontext-speci�c independence
(Boutilier et al., 1996): given acontext, i.e., an assignment
for asubsetof the explanatory variablesx i , the responsey
becomes independent of the rest.

When the explanatory variables are equipped with a natural
linear ordering, more specialized models of context-speci�c
independence are justi�ed. In particular,context trees(CTs)
of depthd over an alphabet
 (Rissanen, 1983; B̈uhlmann
& Wyner, 1999) model the distribution of the next symboly
after a sequencexdxd� 1 � � � x1 assuming each context is an
assignmenta` � � � a1 for the` � d immediate predecessors
x ` � � � x1 of y, where the length̀ may vary with the context.
While context trees excel in computational ef�ciency, their
statistical ef�ciency decays when there are long-range de-
pendencies (requiring long contexts) and when the alphabet
is non-binary.

To address the shortcoming of CTs, Bourguignon & Ro-
belin (2004) proposedparsimonious context trees(PCTs),
in which a context is a sequenceC` � � � C1 of setsof symbols
Ci � 
 . The idea is that the conditional distribution ofy is
the same of all assignmentsad � � � a1 thatmatchthe context,
that is,ai 2 Ci for i = 1 ; : : : ; `. In effect, PCTs allow for
a compact representation and statistically ef�cient learning
even in the presence of long-range dependencies. PCTs
have found applications particularly within computational
biology (Seifert et al., 2012; Eggeling et al., 2015b), where
modeling sequential data over discrete alphabets constitutes
a recurring challenge.

From a computational point of view, learning PCTs (i.e.,
maximizing a given scoring function) is, however, very
challenging for larger depthd and alphabet sizej
 j. The
dynamic programming (DP) algorithm of Bourguignon &
Robelin (2004) avoids explicit enumeration of all PCTs. Yet,
it has to explore all possible contextsC` � � � C1, with ; �
Ci � 
 , each of which is a potential node of an optimal PCT
and corresponds to a subproblem of optimizing the subtree
rooted at it. Recently, Eggeling et al. (2015a) enhanced the
DP algorithm by observing that two contexts of the same
length are equivalent (i.e., have identical optimal subtrees)
if they are matched by exactly the same set of data points;
thus the respective subproblem needs to be solved only once.
While thismemoizationvariant is effective in reducing the
time requirement of PCT optimization in practice, it has the
disadvantage of increased memory consumption.



Here, we investigate a new idea to expedite PCT optimiza-
tion in practice. We present pruning rules, which allow us
to ignore subproblems that are guaranteed to not contribute
to an optimal PCT. To obtain such guarantees, we derive
upper bounds speci�cally for the BIC score, similar in spirit
to the bounds on local scores by Tian (2000) and de Cam-
pos & Ji (2011) for structure learning in Bayesian networks.
While for Bayesian networks alsoglobal bounds, useful
in branch-and-bound search, can be derived by structural
relaxations (de Campos & Ji, 2011; Yuan & Malone, 2013),
with no assumptions on local scores, for PCTs a separate
global view is absent and utilizing concrete properties of a
particular score seems necessary.

As our subproblems form a so-called AND/OR search
space (Dechter & Mateescu, 2007; Nilsson, 1980), we can-
not prune a subproblem based solely on the associated
bound, but we need to combine the bounds of a multitude of
subproblems; in essence, we have to consider all alternative
partitions of a subproblem into smaller subproblems, all of
which need to be solved. To this end, we propose an ef�cient
treatment, which resembles a simple pruning rule popular in
structure learning in Bayesian networks (Teyssier & Koller,
2005); however, while the latter concerns the “is subset
of” relation, our rule concerns the “re�nes” relation on set
partitions. We note that our algorithm is an instantiation of
so-calledGeneral Branch and Bound(Nau et al., 1984), but
not of the more special A* algorithm for OR spaces.

Our pruning technique is orthogonal to the memoization
technique of Eggeling et al. (2015a). In particular, our
technique can be employed with or without memoization,
resulting in high or low memory consumption, respectively.
Because the effectiveness of our ideas is data-dependent,
we evaluate the proposed algorithms empirically on a wide
selection of real-world data sets.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we revisit the de�nition of PCTs, the ba-
sic structure learning algorithm, and a recently proposed
memoization technique for improving it.

2.1 PARSIMONIOUS CONTEXT TREES

A parsimonious context tree(PCT)T of depthd over an
alphabet
 is a rooted, balanced, node-labeled tree of depth
d with the following additional property: For each node of
depth` < d the labels of its children partition
 , i.e., the
labels of the children are pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets
of 
 whose union is
 .

We identify each node with the sequence of labelsV` � � � V1

of the nodes on the unique path from the node up to the
root, denoted byV for short. We can also interpret the
nodeV as the set of all sequences it represents. We say
that a sequencexd � � � x1 matchesnodeV , and denote it by

xd � � � x1 2 V , if x i 2 Vi for all positionsi = `; : : : ; 1 (the
remaining positions are ignored).

Given a PCTT and its nodeV , we denote byT (V ) the
subtree ofT rooted atV . We say the subtree isminimalif
it consists of a single chain of nodes down to a single leaf,
thus all nodes labeled by
 , andmaximalif it consists only
of nodes labeled with single symbolsa 2 
 , thus having
j
 jd� ` (V ) leaves. Here,̀(V ) denotes the depth of nodeV .

To model the conditional distribution of the response vari-
abley given a sequencex, we equip each leafV of a PCT
with j
 j parameters� V a , one parameter for eacha 2 
 .
We interpret� V a as the probability thaty takes the valuea
given thatx matchesV . In a data setz = ( x t ; yt )N

t =1 we
assume that, givenx t , the responseyt is independent of the
remainder of the data. Writing� T for the parameters of a
PCTT , we obtain the likelihood function

L T (� T ) :=
Y

leafV of T

Y

a2 


� N V a
V a ; (1)

whereNV a denotes the count of the responsea in data
points where the explanatory variables matchV :

NV a := jf t : x t 2 V andyt = agj : (2)

We will further denoteNV :=
P

a2 
 NV a .

2.2 BASIC STRUCTURE LEARNING

We consider a score-and-search approach to learn a PCT
from a given data set. Suppose we are given a scoring
functionS that associates each PCTT with a real-valued
scoreST . The task is to �nd an optimal PCT,

T̂ 2 argmax
T

ST : (3)

Aside from the fact that multiple PCTs may achieve the
optimum, this task is practically equivalent to the task of
�nding the optimal scoreST̂ . For convenience, we focus on
the latter problem for the rest of the paper. An optimal tree
T̂ can be constructed via, e.g., standard backtracking (see
Section 2.3 for details).

Bourguignon & Robelin (2004) presented a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm for �ndingST̂ . It relies on the mild
assumption that the scoring function decomposes into a sum
of leaf scores:

ST =
X

leafV of T

S(V ) : (4)

This property is ful�lled by the log-likelihood function
(Eq. 1) and thus also by scoring functions that can be written
as penalized maximum log-likelihood with a decomposable
penalty term, such as AIC (Akaike, 1974), BIC (Schwarz,
1978), and the Bayesian marginal likelihood with a decom-
posable prior.



Figure 1:Basic PCT optimization. We show the bottom-up reduction of the extended PCT for a toy example ofd = 2 and

 = f A; B; Cg. (a) Initially only the leaf scores of the extended PCT have an exact, optimal score assigned to them. (b) For
each set of sibling leaves, the optimal valid selection of children is computed, the non-contributing siblings are discarded,
and the winning score is propagated upwards to become the score of the parent. (c) The same principle is applied on the
higher layer in order to select the optimal children of the root, obtaining a valid PCT with optimal score.

To describe the algorithm, we denote byST (V ) (V ) the sum
of the leaf scores in the subtreeT (V ) rooted at an inner
nodeV of T ; for a leafV , we putST (V ) (V ) := S(V ).
We have the recurrence

ST (V ) (V ) =
X

child C of V

ST (C ) (C) ; (5)

and, in particular,ST = ST (�) , where� is the root node of
T . Exploiting this recurrence, the algorithm of Bourguignon
& Robelin (2004) optimizes the score over the subtrees
rooted atC, independently for each possible child node
C, and then selects a set of children that form an optimal
partition of the parent nodeV . For the base case of each leaf,
the algorithm sets the optimal scoreS� (V ) := S(V ), and
for each inner node it computes the optimal score de�ned
by

S� (V ) := max
f C1 ;:::;C r g
partition of


�
S� (C1V ) + � � � + S� (Cr V )

	
: (6)

It follows that the maximum score over all PCTs of depthd
is obtained as

max
T

ST = S� (�) : (7)

The algorithm computes the leaf scores of(2j 
 j � 1)d pos-
sible leaves and, in addition, �nds an optimal set of children
in O(3j 
 j ) time for each of slightly more than(2j 
 j � 1)d� 1

inner nodes. Since the complexitity is a product of two terms
which are both exponential inj
 j, PCTs are to date limited
to applications of small to moderate alphabet size (Eggeling
et al., 2015a).

2.3 INTERPRETATION AS REDUCTION OF
EXTENDED PCT

The inner workings of the algorithm of Bourguignon & Ro-
belin (2004) and the construction of the optimal PCT itself

can be viewed as bottom-up reduction of a data structure
calledextended PCT, as illustrated in Figure 1. In contrast to
a PCT, the sibling nodes in an extended PCT do not partition
their parent node, but are labeled by all nonempty subsets
of 
 . An extended PCT thus contains all possible PCTs as
subtrees, as illustrated in Figure 1a. We denote the set of all
nodes of an extended PCT byV, and treat a PCTT as its
proper subset, i.e.,T � V .

Given an extended PCT, the base case of the algorithm
requires the computation of leaf scores, and the task is now
to reduce the extended PCT so that a PCT with maximal
score remains. For each inner node it then (i) computes an
optimal selection of children with the constraint that the
node labels must form a partition of
 , and (ii) removes
all children and subtrees below that do not belong to this
optimal partition.

Since an inner node can be optimized only if all of its chil-
dren have already a score attached to them and are thus
roots of valid PCT subtrees, the recursion leads essentially
to a bottom-up reduction of the extended PCT beginning at
the deepestlayer, which comprises all nodes of the same
depth, as displayed in Figure 1b. The optimization termi-
nates once an optimal selection of children of the root node
are computed; a possible �nal result is shown in Figure 1c.

2.4 MEMOIZATION

Eggeling et al. (2015a) proposed amemoizationtechnique
for speeding up PCT learning by exploiting regularities in
the observed explanatory variables.

The core idea is to implement the algorithm of Bourguignon
& Robelin (2004) in a top-down fashion and to store the
result of subtree optimization for nodeV with the depth



`(V ) and the index setI (V ) := f t : x t 2 V g as key,
e.g., in a hash table. When the algorithm needs an optimal
subtree (or its score) for another nodeV 0, the algorithm
checks whether the key(`(V 0); I (V 0)) exists in the storage
already and the associated result can be re-used. To work
correctly, memoization requires that the scoreS� (V ) de-
pends onV only throughI (V ) and`(V ). This property
holds for many relevant scoring functions such as penalized
maximum log-likelihood scores, but not for the Bayesian
marginal likelihood with context-dependent pseudo-counts.

While memoization has shown to be rather effective partic-
ularly on highly structured data sets, it increases memory
consumption. The original DP algorithm of Bourguignon
& Robelin (2004) is relatively memory-ef�cient as only a
small fraction of nodes of the extended PCT needs to be
stored in memory at a given time, provided that the extended
PCT is constructed, traversed, and reduced top-down in a
depth-�rst manner. Memoization, in contrast, requires stor-
ing the scores and the associated data subset indices for all
visited inner nodes of the extended PCT.

3 PRUNING RULES

We derive pruning rules, which utilize score upper bounds to
decide at any given node whether we can avoid the explicit
optimization over possible subtrees.

3.1 SCORING FUNCTION: BIC

In order to obtain effective upper bounds, we focus on the
BIC score, derived from be Bayesian Information Crite-
rion (Schwarz, 1978). It is an approximation of the Bayesian
marginal likelihood and has been empirically shown to be
suitable for PCT learning on real-world data due to its harsh
penalty term, which favors sparse trees (Eggeling et al.,
2014). The score can also be given a two-part-MDL inter-
pretation (Rissanen, 1978). For a PCTT , the BIC score is
given by

SBIC
T = ln L T (�̂ T (z)) �

k
2

ln N ; (8)

where�̂ T (z) denotes the maximum-likelihood parameter
estimate onz andk denotes the number of free parameters.
Sincek is proportional to the number of leaves and since
the likelihood (Eq. 1) is a product of leaf terms, the BIC
score decomposes into a sum of

SBIC(V ) :=

L (V )
z }| {
X

a

NV a ln
NV a

NV
�

K
z }| {
1
2

�
j
 j � 1

�
ln N : (9)

Here,L (V ) is the maximized log-likelihood of leafV and
K is the BIC penalty contribution of a single leaf, involving
j
 j � 1 free parameters and a global sample size ofN . We
observe that the score of a leafV does actually not depend
on all data points inz, but only on those that matchV .

3.2 UPPER BOUNDING THE BIC SCORE

Consider an inner nodeV 2 V . To upper bound the BIC
score over all possible subtrees rooted atV , we upper bound
the largest possible gain in the maximum-likelihood term
on one hand, and lower bound the inevitable penalty due to
increased model complexity on the other hand.

Consider �rst the likelihood term. We make use of the
observation that every PCT isnestedin the maximal PCT,
which hasj
 jd leaves, each representing a single realization
of the explanatory variables. The same holds also locally
for any PCT subtree below a particular nodeV . Hence, the
likelihood term is maximized by the maximal model, which
partitions all realizations perfectly. We obtain the upper
bound

~L(V ) :=
X

a2 
 d � ` ( V )

L(aV ) ; (10)

that is, we haveL(V ) � ~L(V ). Here,aV denotes the leaf
node obtained by extending the context of nodeV with a
single realizationa of the remaining explanatory variables.
Note that~L(V ) can be computed fast by summing over the
sequencesa that occur in the data points that matchV . Now
we distinguish:

Case 1 The minimal subtree is optimal. In this case, we can
compute the exact score directly, without recursion.

Case 2 The minimal subtree is not optimal. Thus an opti-
mal subtree makes at least one split, and therefore has
at least two leaves. In this case, the likelihood term is
upper bounded by~L(V ) (Eq. 10), while the penalty
term is at least2K .

Combining the two cases yields the following bound.

Proposition 1 (Score upper bound). For an arbitrary inner
nodeV 2 V it holds that

SBIC
� (V ) � SBIC

0 (V ) ;

with

SBIC
0 (V ) := max f L (V ) � K; ~L(V ) � 2K g:

We will use this upper bound twice to device two pruning
rules in the next two sections.

3.3 STOPPING RULE

First, we consider a simple rule for pruning, which is an
immediate consequence of the aforementioned upper bound.
The idea can be phrased as follows:

Stop optimizing the subtree below a node when
context-speci�c independence can be declared
already without even entering the recursion.



Figure 2:Example of the deletion rule.We consider a small data set ofN = 10 for two explanatory variables over the
alphabet
 = f A; B; C; Dg (bottom-left box). The root of each subtree for which exact BIC scores have been computed
already is marked in green and corresponding score displayed in boldface below the subtree. The remaining other subtrees
are associated with an upper bound on the BIC score. The root of a subtree which contributes to an upper-bounded partition
score that is greater than the exact score of the maximal sibling node, and thus has to optimized explicitly, is displayed in
orange.

Formally, we have the following.

Proposition 2 (Stopping rule). LetV 2 V with `(V ) < d ,
and letT 0 be the minimal subtree rooted atV . If

SBIC
0 (V ) = L(V ) � K ;

thenSBIC
� (V ) = SBIC

T 0 (V ).

The correctness can be shown by contradiction. Assume
T 0 does not yield the optimal score. ThenL(V ) � K <
SBIC

� (V ). But sinceSBIC
� (V ) � SBIC

0 (V ), this violates the
premise.

3.4 DELETION RULE

The idea of our second rule is to identify a node with so low
a score that the node cannot appear in any optimal PCT. In
an idealized form, the rule reads:

Delete a child node if the best set of children it
belongs to is worse than some other set of children
(to which the node does not belong).

As we wish to delete as many potential child nodes as possi-
ble and not compute their optimal scores, we cannot assume
the optimal scores of the sibling nodes are available. Thus,
to make the rule concrete, we resort to upper bounds on the
scores. Likewise, we need to lower bound the optimal score
among the valid sets of children. While, in principle, vari-
ous lower bounding schemes would be possible, we have
chosen to use a particularly simple bound: the optimal score

of the
 -labeled child. We next describe the bounds and the
rule more formally.

Consider a nodeV . To ef�ciently check whether a child
nodeCV can be deleted, we need an upper bound on the
score obtained by a partition ofV that includesCV . To
this end, we associate any set functionf : 2
 ! R with
another functionf 0 : 2
 ! R de�ned by lettingf 0(; ) := 0
and, for all; � B � 
 ,

f 0(B ) := max
f C1 ;:::;C r g
partition ofB

�
f (C1) + � � � + f (Cr )

	
: (11)

A folklore dynamic programming algorithm computesf 0

for a givenf in O(3j 
 j ) time, based on the recurrence

f 0(B ) = max
;� C � B

�
f (C) + f 0(B n C)

	
: (12)

Eggeling et al. (2015a) made use of this observation to
compute the optimal score over all partitions of the alphabet,
given byf 0(
) with a suitable functionf . Here, we apply
it to score upper bounds, and we also use several of the
valuesf 0(B ) in order to stay withinO(3j 
 j ) for computing
all upper bounds required:

Proposition 3 (Deletion rule). Let V 2 V with `(V ) < d ,
and let; � C � 
 . Let f (C0) := S0(C0V ) for all ; �
C0 � 
 . If

S0(CV ) + f 0(
 n C) < S � (
 V ) ;

then the nodeCV does not belong to any optimal PCT.



The correctness can be shown by contradiction. Suppose
CV did belong to an optimal PCT even though the premise
was ful�lled. Then S� (CV ) + f 0(
 n C) � S� (
 V ) ;
leading toS0(CV ) < S � (CV ), which violates the property
of S0 being an an upper bound ofS� .

We illustrate the deletion rule by a small toy example in
Figure 2. Here, we focus on the �rst layer, where only
for the maximal node an optimal PCT subtree is computed
and thus an exact score is available already, whereas for
the other siblings only upper-bounded scores exist. Based
on those scores, we compute the upper-bounded scores of
every possible partition and observe and observe that only
one partition, consisting of the two child nodesAB and
CD, has an upper-bounded score that is greater than the
exact score of the maximal sibling nodeABCD. All other
siblings can thus not contribute to an optimal partition of
child nodes, as even the best partition they contribute to
has an upper-bounded score smaller than what is already
achieved. Hence, the corresponding subtrees do not need to
be optimized explicitly and can be deleted.

The deletion rule does invest a certain amount of effort that
the obtained savings need to compensate before the rule
becomes effective: In the worst case, we need to compute
the optimal partition of children twice for each inner node,
once with the upper-bounded scores for excluding subtrees
from further optimization, and once with the exact scores.
As a positive side note, we observe that, while we focus
on BIC upper bounds in this work, the deletion rule is in
principle independent of the used scoring function, as long
as an effective upper boundS0 � S� can be speci�ed.

3.5 LOOKAHEAD

The upper bound of Section 3.2 can be computed directly
for a given node without entering the recursion. However,
we can tighten the bound, if we do enter the recursion for
one or more steps, in effect, performing a lookahead on
the data. To this end, for all nodesV and number of steps
q = 1 ; : : : ; d � `(V ), de�ne

Sq(V ) := max
f C1 ;:::;C r g
partition of


rX

i =1

Sq� 1(Ci V ) ; (13)

with S0(V ) being the base case of a �at upper bound.

Proposition 4 (Lookahead bound). For all V 2 V and
q = 1 ; : : : ; d � `(V ), it holds that

S� (V ) � Sq(V ) � S0(V ) : (14)

Using the lookahead bound with largeq does constitute a
substantial computational effort. Ifq = d� `(V ), the bound
matched the optimal score and, in essence, is obtained by
traversing through all possible PCT subtrees. Hence, the
choice ofq is critical in order to obtain a trade-off between

gained savings and additional invested effort in relation to
the �at bound.

One possibility to cope with that issue is to dynamically
increaseq, i.e., to �rst test whether pruning on �at upper
boundsS0










